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PAPER 
THE ENGINEER IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE 

By E. J. Michaelson. 

The object of this paper is to outline the importance of 
structural engineering in modern architecture; its scope will 
not permit the consideration either of relevant branches of 
engineering, such as lift installation, electric light and power, 
mechanical ventilation, heating and hot water service, or of 
the theoretical side of any portion of the design of the struc-
ture, but will give •a brief and general, outline of the practical 
considerations confronted in modern architecture, some of 
which, particularly in domestic design, are either overlooked or 
passed on to the steel merchant. 

Engineering is more essential tö modern architecture than 
ever before. In these days when building allotments are of 
such high value (nearly £2000 per foot in the heart of the city) 
the practice is to make available the maximum amount of floor 
space. Before the concrete age the walls of our city buildings were 
often three to four feet thick. For this reason many apparently 
suitable buildings in the city are being demolished, and modern 
buildings are being erected with walls only six inches thick. 
If we consider the gain of floor space (returning rental of 7/6 
per square foot) made possible by the decreased width of the 
walls, and multiply this by the number of storeys, we will 
realise that the engineer has made these investments justifiable. 

In the past, building regulations set down certain thicknesses 
for brick or stone walls according to the number of floors in 
height. The foundations were continuous for the full length of 
the wall, thus engineering computations were practically 
unnecessary. 

Times have changed, and while we still have building regula-
tions with which to comply, the design of an economically and 
rigidly framed city or industrial building requires the co-opera-
tion of the engineer. 

Even modern domestic buildings require the computations of 
the engineer. Modern architecture embodies cantilever bays, flat 
concrete slab roofs, projecting canopies and cornices, and curved 
lintels. Whilst the architect designs the elevations for beauty, 
balance and appearance, it is usually left to the engineer to 
design for the balance and strength of the structure. Lintels 
over windows and doors of brick structures do not as a rule 
receive the attention necessary to obviate cracking of plaster. 
It is of common practice to specify three-course concrete lintels 
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for spans of a certain length, and four-course lintels for wider 
openings, little attention being paid to concentrated loads such 
as floor joists, etc., being supported on the brick walls imme-
diately above the opening. 

My attention was recently drawn to a ease where a 9 in. x 
4 in. R.S.J. was specified to support a brick division wall and 
floor. One end of the joist was supported on a 42 in. brick 
wall above a pair of double doors. A three-course lintel was 
specified to span the opening, and no mention was made of the 
reinforcement required in the lintel. 

Steel angle lintels have superseded concrete lintels owing to 
the shrinkage of the latter causing cracks in the plaster at the 
ends of lintels. These angles should be carefully designed with 
due regard to concentrated loads indirectly supported by them, 
and when supporting the outside course of brickwork should either 
be galvanised or protected by inserting a strip of galvanised 
iron between the brickwork and the outstanding leg of the 
angle, because seepage through the bricks and under the soffitt 
causes rusting of the steel angle, which not only stains the 
joinery but shortens the life of the member. 

If the internal brickwork is used for balance of concrete 
architectural adornments, there is a risk of cracks developing 
at the junction of different materials due to unequal shrinkage. 
The projection of concrete into the inner face of brickwork 
should be avoided wherever possible, unless the junction can 
be concealed with a cover strap or cornice. 

The selection of the type of framing for a structure should 
be determined only after careful investigation of the economical 
spans and loading to which the structure will be subjected. 

The most economical framing for one set of loading may 
prove the most expensive, and probably impracticable, under 
other conditions of loading. 

The spacing of columns is a factor which to a large extent 
governs the cost of the framing. 	The longer the span the 
heavier the beams and ,slabs. 

Whilst this is true, short spans and close spacing of columns 
are not economical owing to the obstructions to placing of 
machinery and loss of stacking space. The spacing should be 
as wide apart as the loading on the beams will economically 
permit. 

There are five types of floor construction usually adopted as 
standard practice. They are as follows :- 

1. Reinforced concrete beam and slabs. 

2. Steel frame with concrete floor slabs. 
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3. Hollow block floors on reinforced concrete or structural 
beams and columns. 

4. Flat slabs with mushroom type of column supports. 
5. Steel frames with timber joists and decking for flooring. 

1. Reinforced Concrete Beams and Slabs. 

This type is economical when fireproof construction is desired, 
and is economical only when the spans between the columns do 
not exceed 20 feet, or when the live load on the floor does not 
exceed 150 lbs. to the square foot. 

When the span or the loading exceeds the above figures, the 
volume of concrete and steel in the beams and slabs becomes so 
great as to give a heavy appearance to the structure. Further, 
the eccentricity on the columns due to unbalanced loading 
requires careful consideration, and additional material is 
necessary to counteract it. Generally the headroom is a con-
sideration, and the excessive depth of the beams required for 
long spans makes this type of construction prohibitive. 

2. Steel Frame with Concrete Encased Beams and Slabs. 

This type of structure allows for longer spans and heavier 
loading without the excessive loss of headroom ; but the cost of 
fabrication and erection of structural shapes is much higher 
than the former method of construction. 

3. Hollow Block Floor. 

This method consists of terra cotta blocks usually 12 in. wide 
with the depth determined by calculation. These blocks are 
placed on forming, end to end between the main beams. A 
space of approximately 6 in. is left along the side of the 
respective rows of blocks in which are added reinforcing rods, 
and concrete is poured between the rows of beams, and the 
whole covered with a layer of concrete about 3 in. thick. This 
method permits wide flat slabs between main beams, in which, 
if long spans are required, structural steel members may be 
used to limit the depth. 

This method of construction is particularly economical when 
it is not possible to arrange the columns symmetrically. 

4. Flat Slab Construction. 

When the live loading is heavy and the columns are uniformly 
spaced, this system has many advantages over the beam and 
slabs method. They are as follows :- 

(a) The ceiling being flat or practically so, offers no obstruc-
tion to the passage of light ; and, as the windows may extend to 
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the underside of the floor, good daylight illumination may be 
obtained, when desired, for the maximum width of the building. 

(b) The failure or partial failure of concrete structures 
under fire has been observed to develop first at the corners of . 
columns and beams where spalling of concrete is apt to take 
place. The flat slab supported on mushroom columns offers 
practically no sharp angles for spalling to begin at, and experi-
ence shows that this type of construction will suffer little damage 
where a beam-and-slab building will be seriously injured. 

(c) A considerable saving in storey height and in total height 
of a multi-storied building may be secured by the use of flat 
slab construction as compared with the former methods 
enumerated. 

(d) For average conditions the flat slab type of construction 
is more economical than the beam and slab type for live loads of 
100 lbs. per sq. ft. and over, and the economy increases with the 
increase of the load. 

5. Steel Frame and Timber Floor. 
When it is not desired to provide fireproof construction this 

type of construction is usually the most economical method of 
framing; but, as the loading increases over 100 lbs. per sq. ft., 
the cost increases. 

The author recently investigated the most economical type 
of framing for a warehouse, having been given the floor loading 
of 5 cwts. per square foot, with the following results :— 

After careful checking, it was found that the most economical 
spacing of the columns would be 16 feet apart, and the relative 
costs for a panel 16 feet square were as follows: 

Concrete Beam and Slab.--The size of the beams for this 
loading was too great, and out of proportion, and hence too 
costly for adoption. 
Concrete Slabs with Structural Beams and Columns, £86 10 0 

cost per bay 	.. .. .. • • • • • • • • . • • • . • 	£86        
Hollow Block Construction .. .. .. .. .. .. 	89 0 0 

Flat Slab Construction .. .. .. .. .. .. 	55 10 0 

Timber Floor on Steel Frame .. .. .. .. .. 	58 15 0 

The design of a city structure is limited in four directions : 
The height above the pavement, the limit of which is usually 
fixed by regulation; the depth below the pavement, which is 
limited to a basement owing to the impossibility of providing 
natural light below this depth (although a sub-basement may be 
provided for the installation of boilers and machinery). The 
length and breadth are governed by the title. 
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The height limit is one of the governing factors in deciding 
the type of framing to be adopted. 	Reinforced concrete is 
usually the most economical method of construction ; but if it 
is desired to place the columns more than 25 feet apart, the 
beams, the size of which is governed by the shear, become too 
large and the depth too great for the limited headroom; under 
these conditions steel frame construction would be adopted. The 
size of the columns is another factor which influences the type 
of framing. The minimum size of a concrete column should be 
12 in. square, the steel reinforcement in columns of smaller 
section is too near the centre to be of any value, particularly if 
it moves out of alignment during the pouring of concrete. The 
cross section of the columns increases from the roof downwards 
on account of the increasing load which they carry, and when 
the cross section exceeds 20 in. square they become an obstruc-
tion; it is therefore desirable not to exceed this size. 

If in a reinforced concrete building it is desired to limit the 
size of columns to the maximum above stated, and still continue 
the reinforced concrete construction, a structural steel core 
consisting of four mild steel angles latticed braced may be 
designed to carry the load. 	These are known as composite 
columns. The safe loading on the steel usually works out at 
about 13,000 lbs. per square inch compared with 600 lbs. for 
concrete. These angles may be notched to enable the beam 
rods to pass through them, and the area of the steel notched 
away must be replaced by adding stiffeners at the place of 
notching. Provision must also be made on these columns by 
means of shelf brackets to support the concrete beams. 

Usually the spacing of the lower floor columns differs from 
the upper floors. The column positions which suit the plan-
ning for subdivisions of upper floors would be an obstruction 
on the ground floor, so the upper columns must be carried on 
beams. Concrete beams would be unsuitable to carry heavy 
concentrated loads, owing to limited headroom; therefore plate 
girders or compound beams are designed for this purpose, and 
the whole of the structure should be of steel frame construction 
from this level downward; for it is not good practice to mix 
construction, that is, steel framing and reinforced construction 
at the same floor level, owing to the difficulty of tieing the 
reinforced rods at the junction. 

The design of foundations requires special care and attention, 
for unbalanced foundation is the source of many defects in 
buildings. A foundation should not be treated merely as a 
mass of concrete placed beneath the load to be supported. 
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The following six points must be investigated for the 
economical and efficient design :- 

1. The total estimated live and dead loads to be supported 
plus the weight of the base should be carefully tabulated. 

2. The bearing capacity of the soil should be tested. The 
bearing capacity of soils depends upon their composition, the 
degree to which they are confined, and the amount of moisture 
which they contain. Trial holes at several points of the site 
should be excavated to a depth several feet below the proposed 
invert level of the foundation. Frequently, what appears to be 
solid bottom is merely varying strata with unsuitable yielding 
or silty material beneath. 	It is often advisable to test the 
bearing capacity of the soil with a testing rig, the cost of which 
is small compared with that of the probable failure of the 
structure in the event of assuming too high a bearing value, 
and the cost of testing is small compared with the cost entailed 
by working on a lower value than would be assumed had the 
bearing value not been certified. 

3. The area required for each respective footing must be 
proportional to its loading. A foundation must be spread over 
an area so that the superimposed loading does not exceed the 
safe bearing capacity of the soil, and should be designed that 
the structure may settle as uniformly as possible. The centres 
of gravity of the loads from columns should coincide with the 
centre of gravity of the invert pressure. This point is extremely 
important in the case of a multi-storied building ; for, the 
unbalanced loading on isolated footings causes unequal settle-
ment with consequent eccentricity ' in columns, and stress, 
perhaps failure, in the framing of the structure. 

4. The punching shear of the footing.—If the column load 
is distributed over a large area by means of a concrete slab, 
the footing must be of sufficient thickness to prevent the column 
being pressed through it. 

5. The Bending Moment.—The overhanging edge of an iso-
lated column base or the centre of a combined footing is treated 
as an inverted beam, and the necessary thickness and area of 
reinforcement is determined by calculation. 

6. Bond Stress.—Bond resistance is one of the most important 
features of the strength of column footings, and is usually the 
governing element of strength. A greater bond may be obtained 
by the use of a large number of small diameter rods than by 
a lesser number of large rods of equivalent sectional area. 
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There are five types of foundations usually adopted in 
standard practice, which are as follows: 

1. Continuous footings, on which the floor and roof loads are 
transferred to the walls, then on a foundation under the wall 
of sufficient width to spread the load over the required area. 

2. Isolated Column Footings.—These are either rectangular 
or square concrete with reinforcing bars or structural steel 
shapes placed on the bottom of the footing. The latter is known 
as a grill foundation. The former must be of sufficient thick-
ness to resist the punching shear of the column. To economise 
in thickness and depth of excavation for extremely heavy loads 
the grill foundation is substituted for the mass concrete type. 

3. Combined Footings.—In the design of a city structure it 
is usually necessary to provide support for wall columns on 
the building line, and not encroach upon the adjacent property. 
If the wall column is heavily loaded, an unsymmetrical isolated 
footing would be unsuitable, therefore a combined footing sup-
porting the wall column and the adjacent internal column is 
designed of such a shape that the centre of gravity of the 
column loads will coincide with the upward reaction. If the 
column loads are unequal and placed at opposite ends, the 
footing will have a trapezoidal shape. 

4. Cantilever Footings may be employed in place of com-
bined footings when the encroachment upon adjacent property 
must be avoided. The tilting of the front edge is prevented by 
means of a concrete beam to an anchor. 

5. Raft Foundations.—In the case of a lightly-loaded struc-
ture on poor bearing soil, the loading is spread over the whole 
area of the building. The ground floor slab bears upon the 
ground, and is designed to withstand an upward pressure equal 
to the average superimposed load per square foot of the struc-
ture. The slab loading is transferred to beams placed between 
the columns. These beams are usually reinforced top and 
bottom. 

Foundations for domestic buildings are usually continuous 
footings of concrete extending the full length to the 'wall. The 
widths of footings are subject to Municipal Regulations, which 
are ample for the loads placed upon them only when the bearing 
capacity of the soil is sound. Usually, continuous foundations 
for single-storied residences have a width equal to one and a 
half times the thickness of the wall to be supported and a 
depth of 12 in. to 18 in. Frequently buildings are to be erected 
on reclaimed land, and it would not be economical to excavate 
to virgin bottom, pour concrete at this level, and then erect the 
brick foundation walls. 	If holes were excavated below the 
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intersections of walls, and an isolated concrete footing of suffi-
cient area to support the portion of the. superimposed load of 
the section of the building were provided, and then brick piers 
built to the normal soffit of the continuous footing, then these 
footings could be converted into beams by addition of the 
necessary reinforcement. Special care should be given to foun-
dations of chimneys to safeguard against unequal settlement or 
movement due to wind pressure, with the resultant cracking of 
plaster at the angles. 

It is thus apparent that if the modern architect desires to 
obtain the maximum economy and safety for his designs, he 
must work in conjunction with the man who has made a study 
of the strength of materials of construction—that is, the 
Structural Engineer. 
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DISCUSSION 
The PRESIDENT, expressing his appreciation of the paper, 

agreed that the services of the engineer were indispensable in 
connection with modern architecture. 

Mr. W. E. PYKE referred to difficulties incurred in Chicago, 
due to uneven loading on foundations in poor soil. Buildings 
constructed on concrete rafts had tilted owing to the centre of 
gravity not coinciding with the centre of resistance of the soil 
beneath the raft. 

The PRESIDENT mentioned a ease in South Melbourne where 
a steam hammer soon after erection had driven the anvil into 
the ground. 	He asked Mr. Michaelson whether electrolysis 
was causing much damage to buildings in Melbourne. 

Mr. MICHAELSON. said he had not encountered it. Of course 
in the past most structures were not of all-metal construction. 

The discussion was adjourned. 

DISCUSSION ON "TRANSPORT COMPRESSION- 
IGNITION ENGINES." 

(Paper by Mr. R. H. Street.) 

Mr. TREWHELLA asked what were the relative merits of high 
and low speed diesels. 

The PRESIDENT said that it was mainly a question of space 
and capital cost. 	He personally would prefer a large slow- 
running engine for cheapness of maintenance and low running 
cost. In this connection was notable the prevalence of slow-
running auxiliaries in the engine rooms of motor vessels, where 
economy of space was generally regarded as essential. 

Mr. A. I. ROSIE agreed that anyone who had had experience 
of the operation of high and low speed plant would prefer 
slow-running engines. 

The discussion was adjourned. 

The PRESIDENT, in closing the meeting, made an appeal to 
members for papers or any suggestions regarding the activities 
and life of the Institute. 
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